





A Development of Image Processing System for Magnetic Resonance 
Images Considering Informed Consent at the Medical Spot
Kunihiko Oura＊， Kaoru Kouzu＊
Abstract: In recent years, the importance of informed consent is increasing at the medical spot. The 
informed consent builds the better relation between a doctor and a patient. However, it is difficult for 
the doctor to tell diagnostic results for a patient who has few medical knowledge, in several minutes of 
consultation. Under such backgrounds, this paper develops an image processing system for images taken 
by magnetic resonance imaging system, MRI. The system extracts specific areas including pathological 
change automatically, by considering the property of T1 weighted and T2 weighted images. Also, the 
system reconstructs the 3D image and displays the picture intelligible for both an operator and a 
patient. When this system completes, the doctor can use the system at the time of consultation, and the 
system is useful for informed consent.
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図 10　比較処理後の画像 図 11　小面積除去後，白黒反転した画像
図 1３　水分抽出例（卵）




















側に操作者が立つ設定を考え，a, s, h, θを測定して
簡単な計算式（1）からα, β, ρ, rを求める。角度設
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